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The abrasive blasting works on the HMM Algeciras’ outer hull and weld joints were performed using GMA PremiumBlast™ garnet.

Top quality garnet abrasives for the world’s
largest container ship – HMM Algeciras
The HMM Algeciras currently holds
the title as the largest container ship
in the world.
The ultra-large ship with 24000 TEU
(Twenty-foot equivalent unit) capacity
is also the world's most technologically
advanced ship.
It is equipped with a scrubber system
which is in compliance with IMO 2020
environmental regulation. In addition,
the optimized hull design and highlyefficient engine are also expected to
improve energy efficiency and reduce
carbon emissions.
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Contract cutter expands business
by offering polycarbonate screens

In June 2020, the vessel completed
its maiden voyage after travelling
from China via South Korea, the
Netherlands, Germany and Belgium to
the United Kingdom. The ship measures
approximately 399.9m (1,312ft) long,
61.0m (200ft) wide and 33.2m (109ft)
high with the capacity of carrying 23,964
container boxes.

The HMM Algeciras’ is the first of twelve
24,000 TEU-class vessels ordered by
South Korea ocean carrier HMM.

According to our garnet distributor, JD
Hawke Managing Director Dohoon Kim,
abrasive blasting works on the vessel’s
outer hull and weld joints were performed
using GMA PremiumBlast™ garnet.

By Julian Anthony, GMA Asia Pacific
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JetTalk: Understanding Kerf
in abrasive waterjet cutting

The naming ceremony for the HMM
Algeciras was held at Daewoo
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering
(DSME) Okpo shipyard in Geoje, South
Korea on 23 April 2020.
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BlastTalk: Spot Abrasive Blasting

EUROPE

The polycarbonate protective screens for countertop and mobile partitions (bottom) produced by CutCut.

Contract cutter expands
business by offering
polycarbonate protective
screens
When the COVID-19 pandemic hit Europe last year,
many contract manufacturers including CutCut in
Austria experienced drastic cuts in their waterjet
cutting operations.
At one point, their daily business was virtually non-existent.
“We began exploring new product solutions, especially
products that were urgently needed during the crisis,”
General Manager Florian Baumann from CutCut said.
The company identified protective screens as a critical product
that were required in shops and businesses offering essential
supplies. Within a very short period of time, CutCut started
producing polycarbonate protective screens for countertop
and mobile partitions using waterjet cutting and GMA
ClassicCut™ 80 garnet. In addition, their new product line
includes table positioners and signages.
“Our know-how on protective enclosures and housings,
coupled with our flexibility in producing a new product line
enabled us to respond effectively to the market needs and
turnaround our business operations,” Mr Baumann said.
“Nevertheless, our focus was to help keep our community safe.”
By Martin Rebert, GMA Europe
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JETTALK

F E AT U R E S E R I E S
JetTalk is a series on waterjet
cutting tips and solutions
contributed by our experienced
waterjet solutions team.

Aerospace and military aviation are the two key industries that require high precision waterjet cutting
with minimal KERF to cut expensive materials such as titanium, aluminum, nickel alloys and Kevlar.

JetTalk: Understanding Kerf in abrasive
waterjet cutting

What is Kerf?
“Kerf” is a machining term which refers
to the amount of material removed
during cutting.
For example, if you cut a metal plate with
a saw, some material (which will turn to
‘sawdust’) will be removed as the saw
cuts through the plate. When you put the
two pieces back together, you will find
that the total length is slightly shorter
than before. This is due to material loss
(Kerf), which is about the width of the
saw blade, during the cutting process.
The Kerf effect applies to abrasive
waterjet cutting as well. However, these
processes produce a smaller amount of
KERF (less material wastage) compared
to traditional cutting tools such as the
saw blade.
Typically, the waterjet Kerf is between
0.030″ to 0.040″ (0.76 mm to 1.02
mm), depending on pump pressure,
application, the level of precision and
cutting edge requirements.

The ideal abrasive for achieving
minimal Kerf geometry

Critical industries that demand high
precision cutting with minimal Kerf

To minimize Kerf angle and the level of
precision you require for your cutting
projects, it is important that you use
the right combination of cutting head,
nozzle, waterjet pressure and high
quality garnet abrasive.

Aerospace and military aviation are the
two key industries that require high
precision waterjet cutting with minimal
KERF to cut expensive materials such as
titanium, aluminum, nickel alloys
and Kevlar.

GMA ClassicCut™ 80 garnet which
is a uniquely strong natural mineral
outperforms other garnet abrasives.
This is due to its inherent strength in
three critical abrasive characteristics:
Hardness, Toughness (low friability) and
Density (specific gravity) which enable
your waterjet machine to perform
powerfully and efficiently.

For many years, GMA ClassicCut™ 80
has been the trusted brand of garnet
abrasive in the aviation industry for
providing the highest cutting efficiency,
edge quality and the Kerf geometry of
the finished products are within the
required limits.

Furthermore, the consistent sizing
(without coarser grains) and high purity
of GMA ClassicCut™ 80 boost your
waterjet machine to achieve the highest
productivity and Kerf requirements.

Q

By Tiziano Cher,
GMA Europe

Do you have a technical question you'll like us to explore
on Jettalk? Write to marketing.au@gmagarnet.com
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BLASTTALK

F E AT U R E S E R I E S
BlastTalk is a series on blast
cleaning tips & solutions to help
Fyou
E AT
U R Emaximum
S E R I Evalue
S and
achieve
results
in your
blasting
projects.
The
Garnet
Edge
now includes
BlastTalk - a series on blast cleaning
tips & solutions to help you achieve
maximum value and results in your
blasting projects.

BlastTalk: Spot Abrasive Blasting and

the right Abrasives
The repair of damaged coated steel
surfaces is a difficult and timeconsuming task. Many of these
difficulties stem from the repair
methods used and many asset
owners take these repairs
for granted.
They opt to use sub-standard
repair methods such as chipping or
mechanical power-tooling due to
accessibility and perceived time,
material, labor and equipment savings.
These sub-standard methods only
partially remove corrosion products
and damaged coatings which in
turn, eventually results in premature
failure to the touch-up coatings that
were applied over these repair areas.
Consequently, this results in the
process having to be repeated again
and again.
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When the initial coating system was
applied over the original surfaces,
abrasive blasting would be the most
preferred method and these substrates
would be cleaned to White (Class Sa
3) or Near-White (Class 2½). If spot
repairs are necessary, it is important
that corrosion products in the coating
breaks must be completely removed
and the pit is corrosion free.
It is also very important that the
damaged coating be removed to the
point where it is solid, intact and tightly
adhered to the surface. Otherwise,
failure will continue to occur at the
same spot.
It is therefore essential that the coating
be tapered from the corrosion repair
area out to the solid adhered area
creating a featheredge at the junction
between the steel and the old coating.
This transition zone is not only

By Saravanan Madavamani,
GMA Asia Pacific

necessary for a proper repair but also
provides a much better appearance
since there are no jagged rough edges
to give the appearance of a patch job.
Therefore, Spot Abrasive blasting is
the ideal repair method to address
these concerns as it can effectively
clean the corroded areas to the
highest-class standards and create the
interface between the blasted area
and old coating edge.
Spot blasting has also been included in
many specifications where new project
coating systems need to be repaired
due to erection damages.
To achieve optimal performance, the
spot blasting procedure outlined in
these specifications is to spot blast the
rusty/damaged areas to minimum Class
2½, feather the intact coating edges,

BLASTTALK

Spot Abrasive blasting is the ideal repair method to address
these concerns as it can effectively clean the corroded areas
to the highest-class standards and create the interface
between the blasted area and old coating edge.

and light sweep blast to abrade the
rest of the intact coating to remove
dirt, chalk and other contaminants.
In numerous instances, asset owners
may also wish to apply a full new
coat over the intact good older areas
just for aesthetic reasons.
In these situations, lightly abrading
the existing intact coating with
a finer mesh sized abrasive such
as GMA SpeedBlast™ garnet or
Newsteel™ garnet, will provide
sufficient mechanical bond capability
for the next fresh paint layer.

Q

Do you have a technical question
you'll like us to explore on
BlastTalk? Write to marketing.
au@gmagarnet.com

To round up the main procedure in a spot blasting process, the following key
points are recommended:
• Use a predominately finer sized abrasive, such as 60 or 80 mesh so as to
minimise the impact of larger particles on surrounding intact coatings.
This also known as over-blast and may result in micro fractures in the
coating film.
• Blast the corroded areas to the specified standard by normal operator
methods. Holding the blast nozzle close-up and perpendicular allows
for the larger and heavier abrasive particles to break up heavy rusts and
damaged coated areas.
• Following this, back off the blast nozzle to between 1 to 1.3m
(3 or 4 ft) and feather the intact coating edge at an oblique angle
to the surface.
• Clean and abrade the solid coating surrounding the repair, continue to use
the finer mesh abrasive by sweeping the existing coating both at a distance
and at an oblique angle to prevent direct impact from the larger particles.
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Heinrich Schmid replaces slag with GMA PremiumBlast™
for Salier Bridge corrosion protection project
For a cleaner and more efficient abrasive blasting results.
When corrosion protection experts
Heinrich Schmid took on the
maintenance work for Salier Bridge
in Speyer, Germany in 2019, they
found the slag abrasives they were
using to be underperforming.

5,600m² (60,278 ft2). The blasting works
were conducted in two stages due to
the presence of hazardous materials.
The coating was first removed followed
by rust removal in stage two. Therefore,
the blasting works in each area were
performed twice.

Moreover, the dust levels during blasting
were very high. The search for a cleaner
and higher performing abrasives has led
them to GMA PremiumBlast™ garnet.

Initially, the first area was blasted with
Asilikos coal slag 0.5 - 2.0 mm.
The performance was unsatisfactory
with high abrasive consumption of
42.86 kg/m² (8.8lb/ft2). Moreover, the
dust levels were very high which was a
health concern, and it took more effort
and a longer time to clean up.

The Salier Bridge, built in 1956 has
two road traffic lanes, pedestrian and
bicycle lanes. The 595m (1952ft) long
steel bridge spans across the Rhine
river between Baden-Württemberg and
Rhineland-Palatinate.
According to Henrich Schmid, the old
paint coating (thickness between 300
- 450 µm) on the steel beams under
the bridge must be thoroughly and
safely removed as it contained lead, a
dangerous and toxic metal.
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GMA PremiumBlast™ was then tested
on area two and was found to be more
efficient. Not only was the performance
increased, but abrasive consumption
was also drastically reduced to only
16.07kg/m2 (3.3lb/ft2) .

The workers were required to wear
personal protective equipment and
enter the worksite via hermetically
insulated airlock doors.

In addition, GMA provided a package
offer of PremiumBlast™ abrasive and a
mobile GMA Blast Abrasive Silo. Filling
the blast pots via the silo takes just a
few seconds. It also minimizes handling
and reduces packaging waste.

The project covered four construction
areas of similar size with 1,400m2
(15,069ft2) per area and a total area of

The bridge maintenance project
commenced in November 2019 and is
expected to be completed in 2022.

Filling the blast pots via the GMA Blast
Abrasive silo takes just a few seconds.
It also minimizes handling and reduces
packaging waste.

Heinrich Schmid GmbH & Co. KG is one
of the largest construction companies
in the industry with more than 5,200
employees and 170 locations in Europe.
Besides painting, fire and building
protection and insulation, the company
offers corrosion protection services for
steel and concrete.
By Christian Arlt, GMA Europe

MIDDLE EAST

The switch to GMA ClassicCut™80 has also helped the company reduce its operating costs by 10%. The cost savings were due to lower abrasive
consumption and less wear and tear of their waterjet consumables.

Prompt delivery of ClassicCut™ 80 for Saudia
aircraft maintenance
Saudia Aerospace Engineering
Industries (SAEI) is a world class
full-service Maintenance, Repair and
Overhaul (MRO) organization, the
leading MRO in Saudi Arabia.
Based in the King Abdulaziz International
Airport in Jeddah, SAEI is wholly owned
by Saudi Arabian Airlines (Saudia), the
county’s national flag carrier.
As the technical arm of SAUDIA, SAEI
maintains the airline’s fleet and
provides technical services to Saudia’s
affiliates and to local, regional and
international airlines.
SAEI has been operating their waterjet
cutting machine for almost 10 years, and
recently, they have been experiencing
garnet delivery challenges from their
European supplier. The long lead time
of their Indian garnet orders was a key
concern that may potentially interrupt
their operations.
The company began looking into local
garnet suppliers, and Garnet Arabia
Company, GMA’s joint venture company

based in Jubail was able to offer a
continuous supply of GMA ClassicCut™
80 garnet at a much shorter lead time,
usually within 24 hours.
The switch to GMA ClassicCut™80
has also helped the company reduce
its operating costs by 10%. The cost
savings were due to lower abrasive
consumption and less wear and tear
of their waterjet consumables.

“We are satisfied with the prompt
delivery. The high quality and consistency
of GMA ClassicCut™80 have also
improved the efficiency of our waterjet
cutting operations,” said Ebrahim O
Kaseb from SAEI Manufacturing and
Design Center.
By Ramkumar Vijayakumar,
Garnet Arabia Company
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Three GMA employees reach 15-year milestone
Congratulations to Riccardo from GMA Europe, Stacey and Kalvin from GMA Mining Australia for achieving 15 years of
service at GMA. Thank you for your loyalty and dedication to the Group.
By Kristina Kothe, GMA Europe & Belinda Burrows, GMA Mining Australia

RICCARDO CINQUINI

STACEY JERRARD

KALVIN RYAN-HOLMES

Some people have a fear of selling.
But for Sales Manager Riccardo
Cinquini, it is his passion.

Described as committed, dedicated, and
reliable by her managers and colleagues,
Administration Officer Stacey Jerrard
has been working “behind the scenes” at
GMA in Geraldton, Australia for the past
15 years.

They say that the best leaders are
humble leaders. Kalvin Ryan-Holmes,
who recently became a supervisor at the
Geraldton dry plant in Australia, fits the
description to a T.

Riccardo looks after his customers in
Italy where he is based and beyond
in Slovenia, Croatia, and Serbia. He is
also responsible for developing the
business and identifying new markets
and product applications.
Sales may not always be a walk in
the park, but traveling to different
places, meeting new people, finding
solutions for GMA and its customers,
and receiving positive feedback from
customers all make Riccardo’s job
rewarding at the end of the day.
“What I like about GMA are the
people, organization and drive,”
Riccardo said.

Her daily responsibilities include front
desk duties, stationery orders, accounts
receivable, uniforms, purchasing,
trucking coverage, and shipping
coverage. It may sound overwhelming
juggling so many different tasks, but
Stacey’s high spirit and go-getter
attitude have allowed her to shine in
her role.
Co-worker Evelyne says,
“Congratulations on achieving your
15 year milestone! I'm glad that we are
working together in our shared role.”
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GMA Garnet Group (GMA) is the trusted global leader in industrial garnet and has been providing the highest
quality garnet abrasive to the waterjet cutting and protective coating industries for over 35 years. GMA is the
only global garnet supplier to manage the complete supply chain from source and processing to international
distribution. We deliver specialist advice and distribute a complete range of premium abrasive products
to more than 80 countries from our own warehouses and a network of more than 100 distributor outlets.
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Kalvin originally started as a Plant Hand.
He then moved into an OHS Coordinator
role and contributed significantly in
building a safety culture within the team.
A big advocate for mental health in
the workplace, Kalvin oversees the
production crew at the dry plant. He finds
joy in sharing his knowledge and helping
others become successful in their roles. In
fact, it’s one of the reasons why he’s been
at GMA for 15 years (and counting!).
“Working at GMA has given me
an opportunity to work in a team
environment which I enjoy,” Kalvin says.
“Being part of a team environment and
being able to help other employees and
see them grow in their roles at GMA is
why I am still at GMA.”
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